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I. INTRODUCTION
Gels consisting of ionic polymers and solution (i.e., ionic gels) exhibit large deformation in response to force 1, 2 , temperature [3] [4] [5] , pH 6 , light [7] [8] [9] , electric 10, 11 and magnetic 12 fields. Natural ionic gels in the cellular periphery of plants and animals play important roles in water regulation and stability of cell shapes 13, 14 . In engineering, synthetic ionic gels have been widely used as environmental sensors 15 , biomimetic actuators 16 , autonomous flow control 6 , and drug delivery system 12, 17 , etc. In these applications, the dynamic characteristics of ionic gels play an important role in the performance of the devices. Recently, the improvement in the response time of the ionic gels based device has become a critical parameter for proper design 4, 6 . For example, to shorten the response time of a microfluidic valve, David et al. 6 use an array of the hydrogel-coated cylinder owing to the short diffusion instead of a hydrogel-coated cylinder with large diameter in the channel. The ionic gel, possessing great potential in the field of sensors and smart valves, also requires a short response time to ensure its higher accuracy. However, ionic gels usually undergo a dynamic large deformation accompanying with the migration of ions in and out of the gel resulting from a non-equilibrium ionic chemical reaction 6 . Development of theoretical models is therefore an urgent need for the design and optimization of ionic gels based devices. Amount these models, the exploration of the dynamic behavior of ionic gels in response to the chemical stimuli is of particularly interesting.
Various theories have been proposed for stimuli-sensitively ionic gels. Based on a simplified model coupling the geometrical changes and the reaction-diffusion regimes 18 , Yashin and Balazs 19, 20 proposed a chemomechanical theory on self-oscillating gels driven by the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. Suo et al. 21 proposed another model to describe the large deformation and electrochemical behavior of polyelectrolyte gels.
Their theories describe the chemomechanical behavior without any non-equilibrium kinetics of chemical reaction. Specifically, Marcombe, Tanaka and Doi et al. [22] [23] [24] developed theoretical models to describe the response of reactively ionic gels to pH and electric fields by coupling the Donnan theories and the equilibrium theory of 23 , dynamics of volume transition (no chemical reaction, equilibrium kinetics of diffusion) 25 , swelling dynamics of polymer gels under mechanical constraint, constrained thin-plate gels, cylindrical gels (no chemical reaction, equilibrium kinetics of diffusion)) [26] [27] [28] . Therefore, the theories proposed by Doi et al. are free of non-equilibrium kinetics of chemical reaction. Tanaka et al. mainly focused on the light scattered spectrum of viscoelastic gels 29 , collapse of polyacrylamide gels 5 , theory of the kinetics of swelling of gels (no chemical reaction, non-equilibrium kinetics of diffusion) 30 , phase transition of nonionic gels 31 , swelling of ionic gel (chemical reaction with the assumption of fast equilibrium) 24 , critical kinetics of gels (no chemical reaction, non-equilibrium kinetics of diffusion) 32 , pattern formation in three-dimensional gels 33 , phase synchronization in self-oscillating gels (experimental study) 34 , thermosensitive gels using in a controlled drug-release microchip (experimental study) 35 . Therefore, the theories proposed by , electrically activated mechanochemical devices of ionic gels 37 , reversible volume change of microparticles in an electric field 38 and a worm-like motion of ionic gel driven by electric field 39 . They do not refer to the theories of ionic gels about the non-equilibrium kinetics of chemical reaction. In summary, their works do not involve the non-equilibrium kinetics of chemical reaction in the gels, but mainly focus on the non-equilibrium kinetics of diffusion. There is still lack of a non-equilibrium theory to describe the dynamic response of reactive ionic gels.
In this paper, we consider the system of a block ionic gel immerged into a dilute solution with reactive and nonreactive ions. The gel performs dynamic behavior (swelling or shrinking) due to a non-equilibrium chemical reaction within the gel. By coupling the theories of lager deformation, Donnan effect and non-equilibrium kinetics of chemical reaction, a chemomechanical theory was developed to describe the dynamic behavior of the gel. We validated the predictions from the proposed theory by comparing with the existing experimental and theoretical results. As illustrations, we presented the oscillation deformation of an actuator changing with the period of external chemical stimuli and the response time of a sensor affected by initial state, density of ionizable group and measuring concentration.
II. KINETICS OF IONIC GELS

A chemomechanical system
Immersed in a solution containing several reactive ions, a polymer network with fixed ionizable groups begins swelling or shrinking due to the ionic reaction between fixed and mobile species, resulting in a non-equilibrium ionic gel. We focused on a specific system but without loss of generality, i.e., a non-equilibrium process of the dissociation and association of an ionizable groups, ( For example, the increasing conjugate bases give rise to the fixed electric charges of the polymer chains and consequently induce the deformation of the reactive ionic gels (forward reaction). It performs the opposite process during backward reaction. Besides of the mobile ions and water molecules, the solution also consists of nonreactive counter ions ( ) and co-ions ( ). It is noteworthy that this reaction-deformation system represents the basic working mechanism of broad categories of applications, such as hydrogel-based testing devices 15 , and drug carriers 12, 17 . Fig. 1(c) ) and the Euler coordinate system in the current configuration ( Fig. 1(d) ). In the current state, the gel bears a stress tensor with the components and swells by a tensor of deformation gradient with the components . The function describes the deformation field of the gel network: a material mark with the coordinate in the reference state moves to another place with the coordinate in the current state at time . Consequently, equals to .
Reaction kinetics
In the gel, the change of the fixed species only depends on the chemical reaction progress. Therefore, the increased number of per volume in the current state, produced by the forward reaction during a period , is . Meanwhile, the one consumed by the reverse reaction is . So the integrated change of (i.e., ) for the total gel volume (i.e., ) equals to .
Recalling the relationship between true concentration and nominal concentration, the kinetics of the chemical reaction in the gel is given by 
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Thermodynamics
For the sake of reasonable simplicity, thermodynamic analysis involves a block gel with relatively small size. Since that the time scale of diffusion ( ) depends on the size of the gel (i.e., , where L is the size of the gel, and D is the diffusion coefficient) 21 , the time scale of diffusion could be much smaller than that of reaction in a sufficiently small gel (i.e., ), namely, the diffusion of mobile species reaches equilibrium instantaneously during the chemical reaction. The dynamical behavior of the reactively ionic gels should be reaction-controlled. Meanwhile, we assume that the mechanical equilibrium of the system always exists by neglecting the viscosity. The gels with small size may be invisible, but have found applications in the field of microchip and microfluidic valves 6, 35 .
Upon one constant temperature, the ionic gel, reservoir and the mechanical force constitute a closed thermodynamic system. The gel exchanges mobile species with the external solution in the reservoir. is the electrochemical potential of mobile species in the reservoir-that is the increase of the free energy of the reservoir when the reservoir gains one molecule of species . represents the change of the number of mobile species in the reservoir during ions exchange between the gel and reservoir. Thermodynamics dictates that the free energy of the system should never increase, namely
The inequality and equality hold when the system is not or is in thermodynamic equilibrium, respectively. In the left-hand side, the free energy change of the system is the sum of the free energy change of the gel, the free energy change in the external solution, and the potential energy change of the mechanical forces. represents the change of a variable during a short time. 
Governing equations
where is the osmotic pressure and is defined as the transpose of the inverse of the deformation gradient, namely, and .
Meanwhile, the electrochemical potential of mobile species in the reservoir are also 
where the osmotic pressure is specifically written as 
where represents the dimensionless concentration of mobile ions in the gel, while and could be expressed as:
, and .
The governing equations (9) and (10) describe the deformation of the gel and the change of ions concentration in the gel during the non-equilibrium chemical reaction. 
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III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To study the dynamic response of ionic gels, we obtained the solutions of the coupling equations by employing a numerical method in MATLAB. In the numerical calculations below, a representative value of the volume per molecule is , the number of polymer chains per unit volume of the dry network gives 21 . , as shown in (Fig.2(a) and (b) ). Then we compare the swelling ratio of our theoretical predictions at longer dimensionless time ( ) and experimental results at steady state from Eichenbaum et al. 42 with different concentration of ( ). Here is the methacrylicacid-co-acrylic acid groups, is the H + . The solutions of our theoretical model at a longer dimensionless time also agreed well with the experimental results from Eichenbaum et al 42 , as shown in (Fig.2(c) ). In the next investigation, we only focus on the , the stretch of the gel varies over time due to the dissociation of the fixed groups ( Fig. 3(a) 
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As previously mentioned, the response time plays an important role in the accuracy of the ionic-gel-based devices. To directly characterize the response behavior, an assumption is proposed that a gel is initially stored in a solution with a concentration of ( ) and keeps in a steady state. When a measurement process is carried out, the gel is transferred into a target solution with another concentration of ( ) and performs dynamic reaction and deformation. Here we consider the reactively ionic gels with a designable densities of ionizable group . The response time is defined as the period that a gel undergoes a process to achieve 99.99% of the equilibrium deformation in response to the external changes. (c) the reference state is a unit cube of stress-free dry polymer and a mark has the initial coordinates X; (d) the current state at time t, the gel bears a stress tensor and swells by a tensor deformation gradient . The mark X moves to another place with current coordinates x(X, t) due to the deformation of the gel. 
